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Piano is the main lesson book in the Bastien Piano Basics course. The carefully graded, logical
learning sequence assures steady, continual progress. Original music by the Bastiens includes a
stimulating mixture of pop, folk, classical, and contemporary styles. Full-color illustrations throughout
entertain and reinforce musical concepts along the way. The gradual multi-key approach takes
students through all 12 keys -- 3 in each of Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4. Each page is carefully correlated
page-by-page with Theory, Performance, and Technic. All in all, a dynamic way to introduce
students to the marvelous world of music! Level 1 may be used with students who have completed
any Primer Level. It begins with easy pieces in the C position and presents C, F, and G 5-finger
positions.
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My wife and I are in our late twenties / early thirties. My wife is an accomplished musician (concert
violist). My experience with any musical instrument has always been through the store window. We
wanted to learn something new and I always wanted to play the piano. We purchased a very nice
keyboard and then this book found it's way into our home. We both have used this book for approx
4 months and can honestly say we are both very pleased. The book has easy to follow steps. It truly
takes you through the process one step at a time. The pages are clear and it folds nicely on a music
stand.The other pro to this book is that you don't need to buy anything more than what you want.
There are a million different piano instruction books out there. The reason this one tips the scales is

that Bastien piano books come in a range of types. They offer piano books on Technic, Theory,
Performance, and Sight Reading. All of which are offered at the various levels (Primer - Lvl 4).
Bastien Piano Basics Set (Piano, Theory, Performance, Technic, Level 1, 4 Book Set)My wife
already knows a lot about music theory. Again, my previous knowledge was that music had theory
to it. I'm interested in the theory and technic end of things. My wife is more interested in the
performance side of the piano. Again, this series of books provides the information side by side with
the other books. This way you can follow along across the various types of lessons.While you don't
need any of the other books to play the piano, they are available. This is a very big bonus and the
reason we choose to stay with Bastien Piano Books.Overall, we couldn't be happier with them and
plan on one day having our children use the books.

Tried and true- this series has been around for years- I used this myself 35 years ago and now I am
buying it for my daughter. Simple familiar tunes, easy to read- perfect for the beginner piano player.

My son's music teacher recommended this book. It is worth it, it is easy to follow and it is a great
starting book. I recommend it!

I am a music teacher and this series is one of my favorites. I teach children 3-9 in this series up
through level 2. Its very teacher, student and parents friendly and keeps the student moving at a fun
and quick pace.

My son started piano and thr books are not cheap. So the teaCher said find them online, don't pay
retail bc we will be onto the next book in no time. I usually go to Thriftbooks.com for my books but
this book was only the coat of shipping plus one cent. You can't beat that! This was used but all the
pages were intact, just a little writing in the margin, which interested my son more than anything
else. Great deal. The book itself is one that the teacher likes to work with for beginner to
intermediate. The have many in the series. This is our fourth.

I have a 7-year-old son who advances every week with these simple and effective books. I
recommend them highly.

I have three piano students in these books. The books are outstanding in the way they slowly
introduce how to play the piano.

The piano books were in great condition. I really like the way Bastien Piano teaches young learners
through the four different books in one level: Piano, performance, theory and techniqe. They make it
easy to understand and use them all together.
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